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Status:

Feature implemented

Start date:

20/04/2010

Priority:

High

Due date:

16/01/2011

Assignee:

Joel Porras

% Done:

100%

Estimated time:

0.00 hour

Category:
Target version:

1.8.8 alpha

Spent time:

1.45 hour

Complexity:

Easy

SCRUM pts complexity:

13

Description
When I do a SCORM export and after that a re-import in another learnpath, all the images are lost.
The export file contains the images, but after the re-import, the url of the images is not filled in.
Also I found out that in learnpath.class.php the source tag is not filled in.
History
#1 - 22/04/2010 05:11 - Yannick Warnier
- Target version set to 1.8.7.1
- SCRUM pts - complexity changed from ? to 13
Hi Erik,
There is a tricky logic to find the image tags and convert them inside the newscorm/learnpathItem.class.php script. If you want to have a look there
and provide a patch, we can probably include it into 1.8.7. Otherwise (and in the meantime) I'm pushing this one as a feature for 1.8.7.1. I agree this
is important (mostly for private companies wanting to re-use their resources in other LMSes), but it is also very tricky to fix and we don't have priority
for this one in the short term.
#2 - 26/07/2010 05:59 - Yannick Warnier
- Status changed from New to Assigned
- Assignee set to Yannick Warnier
#3 - 26/07/2010 06:07 - Yannick Warnier
- Assignee changed from Yannick Warnier to Christian Alberto Fasanando Flores
- Priority changed from Normal to High
- Target version changed from 1.8.7.1 to 1.8.8 stable
Hi Erik,
I can already confirm the bug you reported. While the images are still loaded (if you're on the same portal), they are in fact making requests to the
images in the other courses (for both HTML documents and exercises). Christian Fasanando worked on this the most recently, so I'm assigning this
to him until we clear this out. It is very likely that this will not be fixed before 1.8.8 (if you require this more urgently please contact one of Chamilo's
official providers).
#4 - 26/07/2010 07:11 - Yannick Warnier
- File abc.zip added
I'm attaching an example file.
The images are effectively copied into the SCORM package. Apparently the HTML pages are correctly linked with all content so they load it from what
comes from the zip package.
For some reason an HTML page doesn't load although it is physically present there.
There is also a bug in the exporting of the exercises, that keeps the route of the old course (in the case of the attached zip, a route to the "BCD"
course), so when loading an exercise, you get images from the BCD course loaded after images from the CDE course, which make you invisibly jump
to the BCD course, which is quite critical. We'll try to get that fixed before 1.8.7.1 tomorrow.
#5 - 27/07/2010 17:52 - Christian Alberto Fasanando Flores
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Fixed Images lost with SCORM export http://code.google.com/p/chamilo/source/detail?r=199e8dd6dc937f3e1f3173a39ea9efed2078f7e0&repo=classic
#6 - 27/07/2010 17:53 - Christian Alberto Fasanando Flores
- % Done changed from 0 to 70
#7 - 16/01/2011 07:23 - Yannick Warnier
- Status changed from Assigned to Needs more info
- Assignee deleted (Christian Alberto Fasanando Flores)
- Target version changed from 1.8.8 stable to 1.8.8 alpha
- Complexity changed from Normal to Easy
#8 - 17/01/2011 00:51 - Yannick Warnier
You can use the SCORM attached in #875 to test it
#9 - 17/01/2011 01:18 - Joel Porras
- Due date set to 16/01/2011
- Status changed from Needs more info to Feature implemented
- Assignee set to Joel Porras
- % Done changed from 70 to 100
Con el SCORM realice la importación en lecciones; se exporto y nuevamente se importo en otras lecciones; comprobándose que funciona
correctamente.
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